Abstract: A novel approach based on particle swarm optimization has been presented in this paper for solving mobile robot navigation task. The proposed technique tries to optimize the path generated by an intelligent mobile robot from its source position to destination position in its work space. For solving this problem, a new fitness function has been modelled, which satisfies the obstacle avoidance and optimal path traversal conditions. From the obtained fitness values of each particle in the swarm, the robot moves towards the particle which is having optimal fitness value. Simulation results are provided to validate the feasibility of the developed methodology in various unknown environments.
Introduction
Motion planning of an intelligent mobile robot is one of the most vital issues in the field of robotics, which includes the generation of optimal collision free trajectories within its work space and finally reaches its target position. Based on this issue the path planning can be classified into two categories: global path planning and local path planning. In the former type, the robot generates the path from its source position to goal position within its known static environments. In the latter, robot generates path trajectories within its completely unknown/ partially known environments. Since last decades, numerous researches have been devoted to solve the mobile robot path planning problem and various techniques such as artificial potential field, visibility graphs and cell decomposition method etc. have been proposed. Potential field method is [11] widely used because of its simple structure and easy execution, but this approach may face the local minima problem, which leads to robot trap situation within its environments. Visibility graph [10] requires more control accuracy, because its search path efficiency is low as described in [12] . In the cell decomposition approach [5] , the environment is divided into a number of cells which are predefined in size and shape. This method is not suitable for real time path planning and can be used when the workspace of the robot is known. Although these methods are not necessarily mutually exclusive, hybridization of them is often utilized for modelling motion planners. Kennedy and Eberhart [7] developed an evolutionary computational method named Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), which was motivated by social behaviour of bird flocking or fish schooling. Because of its special features like proximity, quality, diverse response, stability and adaptability, it has been successfully implemented to solve many engineering problems. As explained by Hassan et al. [6] , PSO is more efficient in computational view (uses less number of function evaluations) than genetic algorithms. Because of its effectiveness and faster response, various authors have been applying PSO for solving scientific problems such as unknown parameters estimation in nonlinear systems [1] , bioinformatics [21] , machine learning [17] , job-shop scheduling [14] and constrained optimization problem [18] etc. Path planning of a mobile robot can be considered as a multi objective optimization problem, because it includes generation of trajectories from its source position to destination with less distance/time traversal and avoiding obstacles within its known/unknown environments. It has been proved by Venaygamoorty and Doctor [16] , for optimal navigation of mobile sensors, that the time taken by convergence with PSO is ten times faster than the time taken by fuzzy logic. Zhang and Li [20] applied PSO for motion planning of a robot, when the work space is having the obstacles of generalised polygons. But their implementation may not generate optimal paths in all situations. To overcome this difficulty Qin et al. [12] applied PSO with mutation operator. But this approach requires a lot of work to adjust the controlling parameters of PSO. Maschian and Sedighizadeh [9] have recently developed a novel PSO based motion planner for an autonomous mobile robot. They have done a large amount of work for adjusting the controlling parameters of PSO and generating optimal trajectories between two successive robot positions. Even though, their work requires an adaptive algorithm to generate the safest path within its environments. The above mentioned algorithms are useful only for known environments, but their implementation cannot be applied for unknown/partially known environments. Derr and Mannic [3] have outlined a PSO based computational method for motion planning of robots in noisy environments, but this methodology increases the robot search time in finding its target. Several researchers [4, 15] have applied PSO for obstacle avoidance in collective robotic search within the robotic noisy environments. Lu and Gang [8] have proposed an algorithm using PSO for generating optimal path of a mobile robot in unknown environment. However their implementation lacks in adjusting the controlling parameters of their developed fitness function to improve the performance of the system architecture. To overcome the limitations of the past methodologies as explained above, such as robot trap situations in maze environments, more robot search time for target seeking and mathematical complexity etc., a new system architecture has been developed in this paper. Moreover, the present algorithm is used for target seeking in unknown robotic environments. The present research work aims to develop an efficient PSO based system architecture for solving the mobile robot navigation problem. Motion planning of an intelligent mobile robot is considered here as a multi objective constrained optimization problem. A new fitness function has been modelled to solve this optimization problem. In other words, controlling parameters are tuned to get optimal trajectories within its environment. Finally, simulation results are presented to verify the effectiveness of the developed algorithm in various robotic maze environments.
Mathematical modeling of PSO
PSO is a population based methodology, which was inspired by social behaviour of bird flocking or fish schooling. The population considered in PSO is called swarm and its individuals are known as particles. So a swarm in PSO can be defined as a set }. The new velocity of each particle is obtained from the communicated information of particles among the swarm. It can be done in terms of memory i.e. each particle stores its best position, it has ever visited during its search. The best position decided by each particle is called position best and is indicated by X . So there are 'n' number of position best values for 'n' particles in the swarm. Now the particles in the swarm are mutually communicating their experience and they will approximate to one global best position, ever visited by all particles as shown in Figure 1 . Selection of global best position can be done by calculating the fitness values of each particle in the swarm. The particle which is having the best fitness can be treated as the global best position and is represented by X . The determination of X indicates the completion of one PSO iteration. This process will be continued until maximum number of iterations has occurred or the robot has reached its target. Once finding each X and swarm X , the velocity and position of each particle will be updated according to Eqs. (1) & (2).
And
where k is the iteration counter; 1 and 2 are random variables and C 1 and C 2 are cognitive and social parameters.
Mobile robot system architecture
PSO can be applied to mobile robot navigation by defining a fitness function as well as transforming it into a minimization problem. The efficiency of a motion planner depends on two conditions: the primary condition is that the robot has to generate trajectories by avoiding obstacles and escaping traps; and the second condition is that the robot has to reach its target by travelling short distance in minimum possible time. In order to find fitness of each individual, a fitness function has to develop, which should meet the above mentioned aspects. If the robot is not sensing any obstacles in its environment, the robot can move towards its destination. Therefore it is not necessary to apply any adaptive mechanism to move the robot within its work space. But it is a very difficult task to generate trajectories for an autonomous mobile robot when it senses obstacles in its environment. The present research work develops a PSO based system architecture for obtaining optimal path trajectories when the robot senses obstacles within its work space. In this way the developed system architecture will work for generating optimal path trajectories of an autonomous mobile robot within its unknown environments and the flow chart for this methodology is represented in Figure 2. 
Fitness function development
As explained in the previous section it is necessary to find the fitness value of each particle in the swarm. For this purpose a new fitness function has to be modelled by satisfying the following conditions. 1. First priority condition: The fitness of particle should maintain the maximal distance from the nearest obstacle, in other words the fitness function is indirectly proportional to the distance between the particle and its nearest obstacle. Because of this condition, a repulsive action is generated between the particle and the obstacle.
where P NO indicates the distance between ith particle and the nearest obstacle. 2. Second priority condition: The fitness of particle should maintain the minimal distance from the robot's destination, in other words the fitness function is directly proportional to the distance between the particle and the target. Because of this condition, an attractive action is generated between the particle and the target in order to move the robot towards its destination.
where P T indicates the distance between ith particle and the target position.
From the above mentioned conditions shown by Eqs. (3) and (4), the required fitness function should maintain both the attractive action towards its target and the repulsive action towards the nearest obstacle and the final form of the fitness function can be generated as represented by Eq. (5).
where W 1 and W 2 are the proportionality constants/controlling parameters can be varying according to the positions of particle, target and nearest obstacle. For example, if a mobile robot has sensed a certain number of obstacles (S ) within its sensing range, then the robot can detect the nearest obstacle according to reflected radiation intensity from the sensed obstacles. Consider the robot is represented as a point ( ) in X,Y-plane and centres of sensed obstacles be ( ) for 1 ≤ ≤ S . Then the distance between the robot and the sensed obstacles can be obtained from Eq. (6):
From the calculated 'S ' number of distance values, the obstacle which is having minimum RO can be selected as the nearest obstacle. Once the robot detects the nearest obstacle (NO ) within its sensing range, it will generate a random population/swarm around it within the sensing range. So one fitness function (F) is required to calculate the fitness of each particle in the swarm for further robot movements. Let the positions of particle, target and nearest obstacle be represented in X,Y-plane as ( ), ( ) and (NO NO ), then the distance from each particle to the robot's destination and nearest obstacle can be calculated from Eqss (7) and (8) .
By observing Eq. (6), the particle which is having the minimum fitness value can be treated as X , because that particle (X ) is away from the nearest obstacle and close to the goal position. The selection of X will be continued for several cycles until the robot is away from the sensed obstacles or it reaches its destination. The algorithm for PSO based mobile robot navigation is as follows:
Step 1: Initialize robot source and destination positions.
Step 2: Robot moves until it senses any obstacles or its target position.
Step 3: If robot senses any obstacles, apply PSO.
Step 4: Initialize positions and velocities of random population.
Step 5: Obtain each particle's X and swarm X .
Step 6: Find out new positions and velocities of each particle by using Eqs. (1) and (2)
Step 7: Repeat steps 4, 5 and 6 until the robot is away from the sensed obstacles.
Step 8: Repeat step 2 until robot reaches its destination.
Note: The velocities of particles in the swarm are here used for obtaining their position best and swarm global best position; but the particle velocities are not influencing the the robot's velocity.
Once the robot detects global best position among the swarm, it will start its motion towards the X . In this manner, iterations will be continued until the robot is away from the sensed obstacles or maximum possible number of cycles has reached.
Simulation results
From Eq. (5), it can be noticed that the particle among the swarm which is having minimum fitness value is considered as X . The first controlling parameter W 1 in Eq. (5) indicates the closeness of the particle to the robot's target and second controlling parameter W 2 indicates the particle far away from the nearest obstacle. So X can be obtained by minimizing the fitness function as shown in Eq. (5) . High value of W 1 indicates the particle is very close to the target and low value of W 1 indicates the particle is far from the robot's target. Similarly, high value of W 2 indicates the particle is maintaining more distance from the nearest obstacle and low value of W 2 indicates the particle is very close 
Controlling parameters
For getting feasible paths generated by the robot, it is necessary to tune the fitness parameters as explained above. As discussed in the previous section, the primary objective of the work is to obtain collision free path and target seeking is the secondary priority, therefore the obstacle avoidance parameter W 2 From the above statistical results, it is concluded that the robot is generating most favorable paths at W 1 =0.5 and W 2 =800. The next step is to adjust the social and cognitive parameters C 1 and C 2 in order to get better results than the previous analysis. From Table 2 , the results showed that the robot is generating most favorable and shortest paths at C 1 = 1 and C 2 = 1 5. The collision free path generated by a mobile robot within its search space is shown in Figure 2 at the values of W 1 =0.5 and W 2 =800 and C 1 =1 and C 2 =1.5. Robot motion in magenta colour path is the indication of obstacle free environment; blue points around the robot represent random particle distribution within its sensing range when the robot senses any obstacles in its search space; and small cyan coloured circles represent the global best positions obtained by calculating fitness value of each particle. Trajectories in black colour represent the most feasible path obtained by the proposed PSO algorithm. 
Comparison with previous system architectures
1. Das et al. [2] have implemented a well known heuristic A* algorithm for solving mobile robot navigation in static unknown environment. In their work, they considered the cost function as the time metric of distance travelled by the mobile robot. The aim of their work was to minimize the cost function by using A* algorithm. In other words the total distance travelled by the mobile robot from its initial position to destination should be minimum. Later they applied the proposed methodology to a Khepera II mobile robot in an unknown static environment. 2. Secchi et al. [13] have presented an effective control law for obstacle avoidance in unknown environments. The proposed control system concerns two loops, namely the position control loop and the impedance control loop. Impedance here refers to a function of the distance between the robot and the sensed obstacles. Finally they implemented their algorithm to a Pioneer mobile robot in order to verify the performance of the control system.
3. Zawawi et al. [19] have described an efficient system architecture development for an autonomous mobile robot using visual simultaneous Localization, mapping and Particle swarm optimization. Their developed methodology is suitable for navigating a mobile robot in indoor environments. From the visual inspection of the results shown in Figure 6 -11, it has been noticed that the current motion planner is giving better results as compared to results obtained by Das et al. [2] , Secchi et al. [13] and Zawawi et al. [19] when the robot is navigating within its search space for target seeking. Figure 12 (a) to Figure 12 (e) show the motion or path generation of an autonomous mobile robot in various maze environments. Simulation results are presented to verify the capability of a mobile robot, how it can generate most feasible trajectories in order to reach its destination within its unknown search space, by using the proposed PSO based system architecture. Figure 12 
Simulation results in maze environments

Conclusion and future work
A new computational method has been proposed for solving path planning problem of an intelligent mobile robot, based on Particle Swarm Optimization. The developed algorithm is effective in avoiding obstacles and generating optimal paths within its unknown environments. The trajectories generated by the robot are based on the selection of global best position in each iteration. Among the swarm, the particle which is having the minimum fitness is considering as the global best position. Therefore, the robot moves towards the global best position and this process is continued for several iterations until the robot reaches its target position. A large number of experiments have been carried out for adjusting the controlling parameters of the modelled fitness function. Simulation results show the capability of the mobile robot, how effectively the robot is generating trajectories with the help of the developed algorithm, by avoiding obstacles, escaping traps and reaches to its goal position within its unknown maze environments. Although the proposed methodology solves the local minima problem up to a certain level than the previous researchers as addressed in introduction part, it requires some reinforcement learning strategy to achieve better results. The path obtained by the robot may not be globally optimal, but it can be achieved by developing some adaptive strategy for the current methodology. As future work, the proposed algorithm has to be applied to real robotic environments.
By observing the results from 
